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sells a million Galaxy S II handsets a day and
more than half of those are running on the

Android 2.3 Gingerbread version. Having said
that, the company is also keen on pushing

forward with a new version of the OS that has
been called Android Ice Cream Sandwich.

Crowdsourced device information has revealed
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that the Galaxy S II is getting its update next
month, though no specific date has yet been
announced. Samsung has confirmed that the

update will improve on the overall performance
of the handset and also speed up certain
functions. The Android 4.0 update should

increase the performance of the phone when it
comes to browsing through web pages, loading

data and photos. It will also speed up other
functions that require a bit of processing power

like browsing through the dialer and the
contacts. "Ice Cream Sandwich will be installed
in all Galaxy S II and Galaxy S Advance models
globally through a software upgrade by the end

of the year." Samsung's Vice President of
Mobile Product Planning, Jong-seok Park, said in

a blog post. "We expect this to be a great
addition to the Galaxy S II and Galaxy S

Advance devices." The company isn't just
looking at having a good day with regards to its

sales as it is also looking into improving its
overall customer satisfaction. Among other

functions, Android 4.0 will include a variety of
new features. These include a revamped
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interface that should make the user-interface
more seamless to the eye. The update will also
allow for easier multitasking. Also included will

be native support for tabs, multi-window
support, better battery life, etc. Despite the fact

that there are reports that the Android 4.0
update will only be available for the Samsung
Galaxy S II, we can expect that the update will
be out for all versions of the handset and not
just the flagship. It's also possible that it will
also be released for the Samsung Galaxy S

Advance.Mounthawk Mounthawk was one of the
species of animal that existed before the Big

Bang. The members of this species could travel
through time using an ancient form of

communication as quantum entanglement.
They existed millions of years after the Big

Bang and they are very intelligent. They could
communicate with humans but refused to
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Game downloads.Q: Efficiency of rvalue and
non-const references I wrote this method to
handle parameters for a function that are
defined as rvalues. void process_rvalue(int

value) { /* process the rvalue here */ } I then
wondered if it would be more efficient to
provide a non-const reference and do the

process_rvalue method on that: void
process_rvalue(int& value) { /* process the

rvalue here */ } This is why I ask the questions:
Is the int& value in this case more effective

than the int value? Is the efficiency difference
(with the parameter as a reference or as an
lvalue) significant? A: Efficiency difference

between &value and value is very small. While
the former should be preferred, the latter one
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